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Abstract

Current APIs for multiprocessor multi-disk file systems are not easy to use in developing out-of-core algorithms that choreograph parallel data accesses. Consequently, the efficiency of these algorithms is hard to achieve in practice. We address this deficiency by specifying an API that includes data-access primitives for data choreography. With our API, the programmer can easily access specific blocks from each disk in a single operation, thereby fully utilizing the parallelism of the underlying storage system.

Our API supports the development of libraries of commonly-used higher-level routines such as matrix-matrix addition, matrix-matrix multiplication, and BMMC (bit-matrix-multiply/complement) permutations. We illustrate our API in implementations of these three high-level routines to demonstrate how easy it is to use.

1 Introduction

Since disk and disk-controller speeds have not kept pace with the speeds of processors, the bottleneck for many applications that use large data sets has become the I/O subsystem. A number of approaches can increase I/O throughput, varying from hardware improvements to better algorithms.
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The hardware solutions include methods to improve the rate of I/O throughput to uniprocessor systems by introducing parallelism into the I/O subsystem. Mechanisms such as disk striping or interleaving [Kim86, SGM86], and RAID [PGK88] have achieved fine-grain parallelism at the physical disk level. At the software level, considerable effort has been made to develop new languages and compiler features that support I/O parallelism and optimizations via data layout conversion [dBC93], compiler hints [PGS93], and preprocessing for out-of-core parallel code [CBH94, CC94]. Another approach integrates special enhancements for I/O into the file system [CBF93, KS93].

The theory community has developed parameterized computational models, called memory models or input/output (I/O) complexity models, that aim to represent the key features of computer memory hierarchies and data movement in order to present a suitable model for algorithm design and analysis at a feasible level of abstraction. The interested reader can find full descriptions of these models in [ACFS94, AV88, VS90, VS94].

Using the I/O complexity models, algorithm designers have developed out-of-core algorithms that choreograph data movements to utilize all of the disks in the I/O subsystem concurrently. We feel that this approach is a viable solution because of the asymptotic performance gains achieved by I/O-efficient algorithms. However, in order for this approach to be fully utilized, there must be operating-system support for the data-access primitives used by the algorithms. We suggest that the file systems of multiprocessor multi-disk machines include an application programmer interface (API) that supports the easy implementation and efficient execution of these algorithms. We describe one such API in this paper.

Unlike other APIs, we designed our API for the sole purpose of allowing the application programmer to fully utilize the bandwidth of the parallel storage system. File system developers typically concentrate on issues such as caching, write-behind, and data-layout and, therefore, do not provide routines to directly access specific blocks of out-of-core data on each disk. Our API allows the programmer to access large quantities of data in a single operation even if the desired data resides at different locations on each disk. We hope it will encourage the development of more I/O-efficient algorithms.

Many high-level programmers do not wish to explicitly program I/O. Thus, a portable library of commonly-used functions which require I/O-efficient implementations would abstract the burden of efficiently handling I/O away from the high-level programmer. Our API

---

Footnote 1: These models do not consider issues such as cache consistency, cache coherency, and write-backs from cache; behavior of these issues should be considered in future research on the models.
provides the library writer with routines for scalable disk access to efficiently implement the I/O algorithms.

In this paper, we specify the data-access routines of our API and show that it is easy to use by providing example code for some I/O-efficient algorithms. In particular, we demonstrate the easy use of our API in the implementation of out-of-core algorithms to perform matrix-matrix addition, matrix-matrix multiplication, and BMMC (bit-matrix-multiply/complement) permutations. Our API is easy to implement; it has been implemented as the interface for the Whiptail File System, an experimental file system for I/O-efficient out-of-core problems [SWC+95].

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the Parallel Disk Model and the types of data access used by out-of-core algorithms designed on this model. We also discuss the extent to which existing file system interfaces support these out-of-core algorithms. Section 3 details the primary routines in our API. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the I/O-optimal algorithms for performing matrix-matrix addition, matrix-matrix multiplication, and BMMC (bit-matrix-multiply/complement) permutations using our API. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2 Background

Researchers have developed theoretical models to capture important features of data movement between main memory and secondary storage [AV88, Flo72, VS90, VS94]. In particular, Vitter and Shriver’s Parallel Disk Model (PDM) [VS94] provides a reasonable model for the design of I/O-efficient algorithms and analysis at a feasible level of abstraction. A number of I/O-efficient algorithms have been designed on PDM to solve problems such as sorting [AP94, Arg95, NV93, VS94], general permuting [VS94], BMMC permutations [Cor92, Cor93, CSW94, Wis95], mesh and torus permutations [Cor92, Wis95], matrix-matrix multiplication [VS94], matrix transpose [Cor92, Cor93, CSW94, VS94], FFT [VS94], LU decomposition [WGWR93], graph algorithms [CGG+95], and geometric algorithms [AVV95, GTVV93].

In this section, we define the parameters and data layout for PDM. We also describe the types of data access needed by PDM algorithms and discuss how well existing file systems support these types of data access.
2.1 The Parallel Disk Model (PDM)

In PDM, computer memory consists of two levels: main memory and secondary storage. We partition secondary storage into $D$ disks, which we refer to as the parallel disk system. The parameters of PDM are

\[
N = \text{number of input records},
\]
\[
M = \text{number of records that fit in main memory},
\]
\[
B = \text{number of records that fit in a single disk block},
\]
\[
D = \text{number of disk blocks that can be transferred concurrently (typically, the number of disks)},
\]
\[
P = \text{number of processors},
\]

with the restrictions that $1 \leq B \leq M/2$, $M < N$, and $BD \leq M$. The first restriction requires that main memory hold at least two blocks to accommodate movement of records between blocks. The second restriction states that the problem size does not fit into main memory, i.e., we must use an out-of-core algorithm to solve the problem. The last restriction mandates that main memory be large enough so that all of the disks can be used to concurrently transfer data. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the model.

The parameters of PDM allow the development of general, portable algorithms by reflecting the physical limitations of a particular architecture. Therefore, algorithms developed on the model use the parameters to determine how much data to process at once, how many times to iterate over the entire data set, etc.

We measure the cost for data transfer between main memory and secondary storage in PDM in terms of parallel I/Os; the cost to read or write one block between main memory and each disk (i.e., $D$ blocks) is one parallel I/O. We make two assumptions in defining a parallel I/O:

1. We transfer $B$ contiguous records, starting at a physical block boundary on a disk, in parallel between main memory and a disk in one I/O.

2. We read or write only one block per disk during one parallel I/O.

In PDM, we divide main memory evenly among the processors; each processor can store $M/P$ records. In terms of architecture models, PDM is a distributed memory model. Since the use of synchronized collective I/Os (i.e., all processors cooperate to request a large
Figure 1: The multiprocessor PDM. The $M$ records of internal memory are distributed over the $P$ processors.

A quantity of data at a barrier point) is the natural way to access data in algorithms developed on PDM, we consider PDM either a SIMD (single instruction multiple data) model or a loosely synchronous SPMD (single program multiple data) model. A loosely synchronous computation is one in which all the participating processors alternate between phases of computation and I/O [BBS+94].

We assume a striped file across the disks with a striping unit of one block per disk, i.e., the blocks are placed on disk in a round-robin fashion as shown in Figure 2. A stripe consists of the $D$ blocks at the same location on all $D$ disks. A stripeload is a quantity of $BD$ records (the amount of data that would fit into a stripe); main memory can hold $M/BD$ stripeloads. A stripeload of data may be accessed by a single parallel command, and these records may belong to different stripes. If we consecutively number the stripes of a file starting with stripe 0, we define the block offset of a particular block as the stripe number on which it

---

Modern disks handle bad blocks and sectors below this level, so they are not a concern for us.
resides. One method of processing data is to repeatedly fill up the entire main memory with $M$ records, which we call a memory load (starting at a record index $x \equiv 0 \mod M$), perform operations on that data, then write all of those $M$ records out to disk. We use this technique in Section 4.

Algorithm designers use standard algorithmic techniques on PDM such as divide-and-conquer, recursion, and iterations over partitioned data. These techniques are well understood for developing algorithms when the entire data set can fit in the main memory of the processors.

Developing an out-of-core algorithm for PDM, however, requires the additional considerations of minimizing disk accesses and of evenly balancing the records to be read or written across the disks. Algorithms developed on PDM use both randomized and deterministic techniques for placing individual records on disk to minimize the total number of parallel I/Os. These techniques use all available disks by requesting only “full” I/Os, that is, parallel disk accesses that read or write the same number of blocks from each disk. Thus, we evenly balance the read or written records across the disks. In particular, these techniques primarily use two types of parallel disk access, independent and consecutive access, as well as striped access, which is a special case of independent access.

In an independent access, we read or write one or more blocks between main memory and disk, starting at a possibly different block offset on each disk. That is, the blocks accessed need not be consecutive according to the file layout. Figure 3 illustrates an independent access. With the power of independent access, the algorithm designer can request any “full” I/O. Thus, the algorithm designer has the flexibility to choreograph the data transfer at a block granularity by dictating exactly which blocks to read or write on each parallel disk access.

A striped access is the special case of independent access which simultaneously accesses

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{stripe 0} & \mathcal{P}_0 & \mathcal{P}_1 & \mathcal{P}_2 & \mathcal{P}_3 & \mathcal{P}_4 \\
\hline
\text{stripe 1} & 0 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9 \\
\text{stripe 2} & 10 & 11 & 12 & 13 & 14 & 15 & 16 & 17 & 18 & 19 \\
\text{stripe 3} & 20 & 21 & 22 & 23 & 24 & 25 & 26 & 27 & 28 & 29 \\
\text{stripe 4} & 30 & 31 & 32 & 33 & 34 & 35 & 36 & 37 & 38 & 39 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

**Figure 2:** The layout of $N = 40$ records in a parallel disk system with $B = 2$ and $D = 5$. Each box represents one block. The number of tracks needed is $N / BD = 4$. Numbers indicate record indices.
Figure 3: Independent reading of data. All of the reads can occur at a different location on each disk. Note that independent accesses may read more than one consecutive block from each disk, as is the case for independent read $j$.

the block at the same block offset on each disk. Striped access is useful to access data on disk systems that must operate in lock step (e.g., RAID).

Many algorithms take advantage of the simplicity and seek-time efficiency of accessing the records consecutively. In a *consecutive access*, we read or write one or more stripes beginning with the stripe pointed at by a *consecutive file-access pointer* as pictured in Figure 4. Immediately after the consecutive access occurs, the consecutive file-access pointer points to the stripe after the last stripe just accessed. If the parallel disk system lays out consecutive logical blocks of a file in a physically consecutive fashion, consecutive access can result in small seek times when accessing a file sequentially (e.g., by memoryload access).

2.2 Parallel disk access in file systems and runtime libraries

Cormen and Kotz [CK94] have identified several capabilities that a file system should support to enable high-performance implementations of the I/O-efficient algorithms. They point out that extensions of the traditional single-offset I/O interface for parallel file systems cannot allow independent access across disks. Most current file system APIs do not include multiple-offset (one per disk) independent-access routines which could be used to easily implement the existing I/O-efficient algorithms. Thus, explicitly programming independent access can be difficult to develop and maintain.

The application programmer interfaces of file systems fall into one of two classes: Unix-
Figure 4: Consecutive reads of data starting at the read file-access pointer. The starting offset and the number of records in a consecutive read are multiples of the stripe size. Here, consecutive read $j$ is of three stripes, and consecutive read $j + 1$ is of two stripes.

like or non-Unix-like. Both have advantages and disadvantages. The Unix-like interfaces view a file as an addressable, linear stream of bytes accessible via operations such as open, close, read, and write. A Unix-like API allows portability so that program development can occur on a workstation even if the target platform is a scalable system. It also supports code that has already been written. The non-Unix-like APIs utilize the parallel nature of both the processors and the disks. If there are translation routines from the non-Unix-like routines to the Unix-like routines, development of programs that use non-Unix-like APIs can also occur in a workstation environment.

A number of existing file systems provide low-level API support for simultaneous, independent, direct access to the multiple disks provided by modern machine architectures. These APIs include extensions to the conventional Unix interface (e.g., [NK95]), modifications to the conventional Unix interface (e.g., [GS95]), and other interfaces which differ from Unix (e.g., [CFF+95, CFPB93]). An I/O-efficient algorithm would not be easy to program using these low-level file system APIs since the programmer must map the high-level parallel disk accesses to low-level file system operations.

At a higher level of abstraction, run-time libraries achieve I/O-performance improvements on multiple disk systems, but typically lose the direct disk access in the abstraction. The Panda run-time library [SCJ+95, SW94] achieves performance improvements by pro-
Providing an API and more efficient layout alternatives for multidimensional array data. This approach takes advantage of the spatiotemporal locality of the array. Jovian [BBS+94] and PASSION [CBH+94] also provide support for efficient array data access, but abstract away direct disk access from the programmer. The Transparent Parallel I/O Environment (TPIE) [Ven91] provides a high-level access method interface (AMI) to the I/O paradigms that have already been developed, but does not allow the user to explicitly program disk accesses. Unfortunately, none of these run-time libraries include routines for simultaneous, direct access to the disks.

The API of PPFS provides routines that support independent access at the record level, not at the disk level [EHKM94, HER+95]. This API provides multiple-offset routines that allow the user to access more than one range of data in a single request, but does not provide a disk abstraction that allows the user to request particular blocks from each disk.

Our API can be implemented on top of any file system. It would be easiest to implement and would have the least performance overhead when being implemented on a file system with routines for direct disk or RAID access. Researchers at Sandia National Laboratories have developed the Whiptail File System (WFS) [SWC+95], the first implementation of our API. WFS is a prototype file system built on top of the Parallel File System (PFS) on the Intel Paragon. PFS provides direct access to each of the local RAIDs on the Intel Paragon. WFS uses this direct RAID access to provide the multiple block offset independent access needed by the I/O-efficient algorithms. Preliminary performance measurements show that the implementation of our API adds very little to the file system overhead. We shall be performing more performance tests to verify this claim and to gauge the throughput of the data-access routines.

3 Description of our API

In this section, we describe the C-callable API data-access routines included in our implementation of the Whiptail File System. These routines allow the programmer to access data in a manner that enables easy implementation of the I/O-efficient algorithms designed on PDM. The API routines provide direct access to particular blocks or stripeloads of a file on the parallel disk system. Thus, the programmer can choreograph the data movement by reading and writing specific blocks or stripeloads of a file according to the disk access patterns detailed by the I/O-efficient algorithms.
The API routines assume that the programmer uses the loosely synchronous SPMD programming model. Many of the API data-access routines serve as a barrier, not allowing the application to continue on any processor until all of the processors have completed the routine. The block-access routines are the only routines described below that do not enforce this synchronization.

The API includes primitives for both blocking and non-blocking reads and writes. Each of the blocking routines has an almost identical non-blocking counterpart with an extra flag parameter, which is incremented after the completion of the data access. The non-blocking routines allow for overlap of I/O and computation. In this paper, we present only the blocking routines and the non-blocking routine to read a block (as an example of a non-blocking counterpart).

We stripe a file across the disks in the storage system with a striping unit of $B$ records and a striping factor of $D$ disks. In describing our API, we present the primitives that define the data access interface to files. Most of these primitives are synchronous and collective, that is, all processors cooperate to request data at a barrier point. We assume the existence of global queries which our API may call to obtain the values of machine parameters, e.g., the PDM parameters $B$ and $D$.

### 3.1 Block access

Our API provides the following routines for a processor to directly read or write any one particular block of a file:

```c
int read_block (int fd, void *buffer_pointer, int disk_num, int block_offset);
int write_block (int fd, void *buffer_pointer, int disk_num, int block_offset);
int iread_block (int fd, volatile int *read_flag, unsigned int *error, void *buffer_pointer, int disk_num, int block_offset);
```

The `read_block()` and `write_block()` routines wait until the read or write of the requested block completes before returning. The programmer specifies the desired block by the `disk_num` and `block_offset` parameters for the file specified by the file descriptor `(fd)`.

---

3Our API assumes that straightforward routines exist to open and close a file and that the routine to open the file returns a file descriptor `(fd)`.
The `buffer_pointer` identifies the local memory location for the read or written data.

The `iread_block()` routine does not wait for the reading of the block to complete. An `iread_block()` call passes a pointer to an incrementable `read_flag` variable which the file system increments upon completion of the read. The programmer can poll the `read_flag` variable to learn whether the reading of a particular block has completed. Calls to `iread_block()` routine complete in the order that they are invoked. If an error occurs during the execution of the `iread_block()` routine, a specified `error` variable would contain the appropriate error code.

### 3.2 Independent access

Our API provides independent-access routines which allow each processor to simultaneously access a portion of one or more stripeloads of data. Our API supports the following independent-access routines:

```c
int read_independent_stripleads (int fd, int num_stripleads,
                                int *block_offset_array,
                                void *buffer_pointer, int buffer_size);
int write_independent_stripleads (int fd, int num_stripleads,
                                  int *block_offset_array,
                                  void *buffer_pointer, int buffer_size);
```

The programmer must specify the file descriptor (`fd`), the number of blocks to be read per disk (`num_stripleads`), a block offset for each disk to be accessed (`block_offset_array`), a buffer space in the local memory of the calling processor for the read or written records (`buffer_pointer`), and the size of the buffer space (`buffer_size`). Each calling processor must provide the same values for the `fd`, `num_stripleads`, and `block_offset_array` parameters, but may provide different values for the `buffer_pointer` and `buffer_size` parameters, which we further describe below.

The independent-access routines are *global-access* routines; that is, all the processors must call the same routine to collectively access a quantity of data. Global-access routines distribute the responsibility for receiving or providing the quantity of data read or written, respectively, over all the processors. Because the I/O-efficient algorithms determine which blocks to access on each parallel disk access and not the distribution of records across the processors, for a particular parallel disk access, each processor passes the same
num_stripeloads and block_offset_array parameters to collectively specify the quantity and starting locations of the data on each disk, respectively. The inclusion of the block_offset_array parameter is a unique feature of our API which provides the programmer the ability to specify simultaneous, independent, direct access to the disks in a single operation.

The programmer may specify different values for the buffer_pointer and buffer_size parameters to specify the distribution of records across the processors for a particular parallel disk access, e.g., in the case when the number of processors does not equally divide the number of records requested. During a global read, the parallel disk system distributes the data across the processors in a round-robin fashion. The global read requests an ordered number of blocks, where the first block is the first block read from the first disk, the second block is the first block read from the second disk, etc. Processor 0 receives the first buffer_size_0 bytes from the ordered number of blocks, where buffer_size_0 is the number of bytes requested by processor 0. Processor 1 receives the next buffer_size_1 bytes from the ordered number of blocks, etc. Thus, for $k = 0, 1, \ldots, P - 1$, each processor $k$ receives the buffer_size_k bytes starting at byte $b = \sum_{j=0}^{k} \text{buffer}_j$, $A$ global write gathers data for writing an ordered number of blocks in a similar fashion. Each buffer_size_k must be a sufficiently-large integral number of blocks.

### 3.3 Striped access

Our API provides striped-access routines which allow each processor to access blocks at the same block offset on each disk.\(^4\) Our API supports the following striped-access routines:

```c
int read_striped_stripeloads (int fd, int num_stripeloads,
    int block_offset,
    void *buffer_pointer, int buffer_size);

int write_striped_stripeloads (int fd, int num_stripeloads,
    int block_offset,
    void *buffer_pointer, int buffer_size);
```

The parameters of the striped-access routines are the same as the independent-access routines except that we replace the block_offset_array parameter with a single block_offset.

---

\(^4\) Striped access is a special case of independent access; we include striped access because it is a natural way for programmers to access certain data structures. Striped-access routines may allow more efficient implementations than the more general independent-access routines in certain I/O subsystems (e.g., RAID systems).
which is used for each disk. Again, the buffer_pointer and buffer_size parameters may differ on each calling processor to specify a distribution of the data across the processors.

3.4 Consecutive access

Our API provides consecutive-access routines which allow each processor to simultaneously access a portion of one or more stripeloads of data. Our API supports the following consecutive-access routines:

```c
int read_consecutive_stripleads (int fd, int num_stripes,
                                void *buffer_pointer, int buffer_size);
int write_consecutive_stripleads (int fd, int num_stripes,
                                   void *buffer_pointer, int buffer_size);
```

The programmer needs to specify the file descriptor (fd), the number of stripes requested (num_stripes), the buffer space in the local memory for the read or written records (buffer_pointer), and the size of the buffer (buffer_size). The consecutive-access routines are also global-access routines; thus, the buffer_pointer and buffer_size parameters serve to specify the data distribution across the processors as in the independent- and striped-access routines.

The consecutive access routines use two separate consecutive file-access pointers per file, one for reading and one for writing. Upon opening a file, the file system must initialize these consecutive file-access pointers to point to the first stripe. After the user performs a consecutive read or write on the file, the file system increments the appropriate consecutive file-access pointer. Our API includes the following routines to reset the consecutive file-access pointers:

```c
seek_read (int fd, int stripe_number);
seek_write (int fd, int stripe_number);
```

Because the independent- and striped-access routines explicitly specify which blocks to access, they do not use the consecutive file-access pointers.
Figure 5: Data layout for out-of-core matrix-matrix addition with $M = 60B$. During the first iteration of the loop in Figure 6, we read the darker-shaded halves of matrices $A$ and $B$ and write the darker-shaded half of matrix $C$.

4 Library routines

In this section, we provide three sample applications that highlight the use of our API: matrix-matrix addition, matrix-matrix multiplication, and BMMC permutations. The implementations of these applications assume a data layout as defined in Section 2.

To shorten the presentation of our code, we use only local variables and omit the derivation of their values from global structures that contain the values of the machine parameters. We use indentation to show the nesting structure of our code, omitting curly braces.

4.1 Matrix-matrix addition

Matrix-matrix addition is an easy problem for which to design an out-of-core algorithm.\(^5\)

\(^5\)The files contain every element of the input and output matrices; dense matrices require this method of storage. We store the matrix in row-major order into full blocks.
void matrix_matrix_add (int fdA, int record_offsetA, int fdB, int record_offsetB, int fdC, int record_offsetC, int numRows, int numColumns)

record_type *A, *B, *C; /* pointers in main memory to matrices */
int memload_num, record_num; /* for-loop indexes */
int local_num_records, num_memloads; /* for-loop bounds */
int num_stripes, buffer_size;

compute local_num_records, num_memloads, num_stripes, and buffer_size
if record_offsetA, record_offsetB, or record_offsetC is not equal to 0
  call wfs_seek_read() and wfs_seek_write() to set file-access pointer
to starting location in each matrix
malloc local_num_records of record_type into A, B, and C

for (memload_num = 0; memload_num < num_memloads; memload_num++)
  if last iteration /* if not processing a full memoryload */
    update local_num_records, num_stripes, and buffer_size

/* perform matrix addition on a memoryload of records */
/* read in a portion of matrix A and the corresponding portion in matrix B */
read_consecutive_stripe_loads (fdA, num_stripes, A, buffer_size);
read_consecutive_stripe_loads (fdB, num_stripes, B, buffer_size);

/* compute corresponding portion of matrix C */
for (record_num = 0; record_num < local_num_records; record_num++)

/* write out the portion of matrix C */
write_consecutive_stripe_loads (fdC, num_stripes, C, buffer_size);

Figure 6: Out-of-core matrix-matrix addition using the consecutive-access routines of our API.

In our algorithm, each processor reads the same portion of the two operand matrices, computes their sum without a need for any interprocessor communication, and writes the corresponding portion of the output matrix to disk. Figure 5 shows the data layout on disk for a matrix-matrix addition.

Figure 6 shows the simple invocation of the consecutive-access routines in the code for matrix-matrix addition. The read_consecutive_stripe_loads() and write_consecutive_stripe_loads() calls access the matrices by reading a contiguous part of the input matrices and writing the corresponding part of the output matrix.

The input parameters to the matrix_matrix_add() function are file descriptors for the files containing the input matrices A (fdA) and B (fdB) and the output matrix C (fdC), the dimensions of the matrices, and, for each file, a record offset that specifies the first record of the matrix. These last parameters are necessary for the routine to be called with submatrices as input.
4.2 Matrix-matrix multiplication

There are several approaches to performing out-of-core matrix-matrix multiplication. These approaches include the standard recursive divide-and-conquer method presented in [VS94] and a method similar to the LU factorization algorithm presented in [WGWR93], which divides one of the matrices into groups of columns.

We implement a variation of Vitter and Shriver’s recursive out-of-core algorithm [VS94]. This algorithm is as follows:

1. If $k \leq \sqrt{M}$, multiply the matrices internally. Otherwise do the following steps:
2. Subdivide $A$ and $B$ into eight $k/2 \times k/2$ submatrices: $A_{1,1}-A_{2,2}$ and $B_{1,1}-B_{2,2}$.

\[
A = \begin{pmatrix} A_{1,1} & A_{1,2} \\ A_{2,1} & A_{2,2} \end{pmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{pmatrix} B_{1,1} & B_{1,2} \\ B_{2,1} & B_{2,2} \end{pmatrix}.
\]

Reposition the records of the eight submatrices so that each submatrix is stored in row-major order.

3. Recursively compute the following:

\[
C_{1,1} = A_{1,1}B_{1,1} + A_{1,2}B_{2,1} \\
C_{1,2} = A_{1,1}B_{1,2} + A_{1,2}B_{2,2} \\
C_{2,1} = A_{2,1}B_{1,1} + A_{2,2}B_{2,1} \\
C_{2,2} = A_{2,1}B_{1,2} + A_{2,2}B_{2,2}
\]

4. Reposition $C_{1,1}-C_{2,2}$ so that $C$ is stored in row-major order.

This method divides each of the input matrices into approximately equal-sized submatrices until the multiplication can be handled in memory (Steps 1 and 2). The algorithm explicitly moves the data of the submatrices on each level of recursion (Step 2). This data movement is not needed; Figure 7 shows an implementation of this method that performs the recursion implicitly.

Before performing any multiplications, we physically rearrange the records on disk such that the records of each submatrix reside contiguously in full blocks. The `reposition_matrix_on_disk()` routine in Figure 8 performs this repositioning on an input matrix. (The code in Figure 7 calls `reposition_matrix_on_disk()` with both input
void matrix_matrix_multiply (int fdA, int fdB, int fdC, int num_rowsA, int num_columnsA, int num_rowsB, int num_columnsB)

int rec_level, row, column; /* for-loop indexes */
int num_recursion_groups = number of submatrices to be created/4; /* for-loop bound */
int num_rowsC = num_rowsA, num_columnsC = num_columnsB;
int tempC1, tempC2; /* pointers in main memory to temporary matrices */

/* record offsets into the files for the starting location of each submatrix */
int submatrixA[2][2][num_recursion_groups], submatrixB[2][2][num_recursion_groups],
submatrixC[2][2][num_recursion_groups];

if the number of records in matrices A, B, and C is less than local_num_records
a designated processor performs the matrix-matrix multiply
else /* subdivide the problem */

/* subdivide input matrices and reposition them on disk */
subdivide matrices A and B into recursion groups where each recursion group is 4 somewhat equal-sized submatrices
that represent the last level of recursion
create submatrix pointers into matrices A, B, and C so that the submatrices can be written
in the same space on disk, returning submatrixA[0][0], submatrixA[0][1], and submatrixC[0][0]
reposition_matrix_on_disk (fdA, local_num_records, num_rowsA, num_columnsA, num_recursion_groups);
reposition_matrix_on_disk (fdB, local_num_records, num_rowsB, num_columnsB, num_recursion_groups);

/* compute submatrices C by working with each lowest-level recursion group independently */
for (rec_level = 0; rec_level < num_recursion_groups; rec_level++)
   for (row = 0; row < 2; row++)
      for (column = 0; column < 2; column++)
         in_core_matrix_matrix_multiply (fdA, submatrixA[row][0][rec_level], fdB,
submatrixA[0][column][rec_level], tempC1, 0, parameters associated with size of submatrices);
         in_core_matrix_matrix_multiply (fdA, submatrixA[row][1][rec_level], fdB,
submatrixA[1][column][rec_level], tempC2, 0, parameters associated with size of submatrices);
         in_core_matrix_matrix_add (tempC1, 0, tempC2, 0, C, submatrixC[row][column][rec_level],
num_rowsC, num_columnsC);

position submatrices of matrix C on disk so that matrix C is stored in row-major order

Figure 7: Out-of-core matrix-matrix multiply using recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm.

matrices.) Figure 9 illustrates a repositioning of a matrix on disk using consecutive reads and independent writes.

Once the repositioning of the input matrices (A and B) has been completed, each block
on disk contains records from only one submatrix. This repositioning may result in some
partially-filled blocks. The submatrices are multiplied as in Vitter and Shriver’s algorithm.
After the submatrices of the output matrix have been computed, we reposition the output
records such that the records of the output matrix are contiguous in row-major order.
Effectively, this final repositioning performs the inverse of reposition_matrix_on_disk().
Figure 8: Subroutine to reposition a matrix using the consecutive-access and independent-access routines of our API.

4.3 BMMC permutations

The BMMC (bit-matrix-multiply/complement) permutations are a class of permutations that include such useful permutations as matrix transpose, binary-reflected Gray code, and the bit-reversal permutation (used by the FFT). We define a BMMC permutation of $N$ records, where $N$ is a power of 2, as a mapping of each $\log N$-bit source address $x$ to a unique $\log N$-bit target address $y$ by the transformation $y = Ax \oplus c$, using matrix arithmetic over $GF(2)$, where a nonsingular $\log N \times \log N$ bit matrix $A$ and $\log N$-bit complement vector $c$ characterize the permutation.

Cormen, Sundquist, and Wisniewski [CSW94] show how to perform any BMMC permutation in an asymptotically optimal number of parallel I/Os. Their algorithm decomposes the permutation into a series of permutations, each of which can be performed in one pass over the data. To perform each one-pass permutation, we read each source memoryload of records from disk into main memory, permute that memoryload into full target blocks, then

---

6 Matrix multiplication over $GF(2)$ is like standard matrix multiplication over the reals but with all arithmetic performed modulo 2. Equivalently, multiplication is replaced by logical-and, and addition is replaced by exclusive-or.
write those blocks to disk, using independent access. Figure 10 shows a BMMC permutation that we can perform in one pass over the data using striped reads and independent writes.

We only demonstrate the use of our API routines for BMMC permutations and thereby omit the code that factors the matrix $A$ into a series of factors each of which characterize one-pass permutations. For each factor, all processors call the one_pass_permute() routine, shown in Figure 11, passing a bit matrix factor that characterizes a one-pass permutation.

The one_pass_permute() routine repeatedly reads the next $M$ consecutive source records into memory, permutes those records in memory into full target blocks, and writes the target blocks to disk. The one_pass_permute() routine allocates two buffers, read_buffer and write_buffer, to hold the source blocks and target blocks, respectively. The read_consecutive_stripeloads routine reads the $M/BD$ consecutive stripes of the next source memoryload. After the source memoryload resides in memory,
\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\quad
C = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Figure 10: (a) The characteristic matrix \( A \) and complement vector \( c \) for a BMMC permutation, where \( B = 2, D = 4, M = 16, \) and \( N = 32 \). (b) Data layout after performing the BMMC permutation characterized by the matrix \( A \). The data initially reside in the source portion. After performing the permutation, the data reside in the target portion. Since the records of each source memoryload move to different halves of the target memoryload, we perform this permutation with consecutive reads and independent writes.

the permute_in_memory() routine permutes the records of that memoryload from read_buffer to write_buffer according to the bit matrix factor, which may involve transmitting records among processors. Before proceeding to read the next memoryload, each processor writes \( M/BD \) full target blocks to each of the \( D \) disks using the write_independent_stripeloads() routine. For each stripeload of target blocks, the bit matrix factor determines which blocks to write to each disk, i.e., the appropriate entries for block_offset_array.

5 Conclusions

This paper constitutes a demonstration that it is feasible and indeed reasonable to produce programs by implementing I/O-optimal algorithms designed with the structure provided by the Parallel Disk Model. In particular, we implemented our API as the interface for the Whiptail File System on the Paragon and implemented out-of-core algorithms for matrix-matrix addition, matrix-matrix multiplication, and BMMC permutations. Our API played
void onepasspermute (bitmatrix factor, int inputfd, int outputfd)

int num_local_records, stripes_per_memoryload;
record_type *readbuffer, *writebuffer;
int readbuffer_size, writebuffer_size;

compute num_local_records, readbuffer_size, and writebuffer_size
malloc num_local_records records of record_type into readbuffer
malloc num_local_records records of record_type into writebuffer

for each source memoryload
  /* reading, processing, and writing memoryloads */

  /* read memoryload */
  read_consecutive_stripeloads (inputfd, stripes_per_memoryload, readbuffer, readbuffer_size);

  /* permute the memoryload residing in memory */
  permute_in_memory (factor, readbuffer, writebuffer);

  /* write memoryload */
  for each target stripe
    use factor to compute blockoffset array
    write_independent_stripeloads (outputfd, 1, blockoffset array, writebuffer, writebuffer_size);

free (readbuffer);
free (writebuffer);

Figure 11: Out-of-core one-pass permutations using consecutive reads and independent writes.

an important role in the smooth transition from algorithms to programs by providing easy-to-use, simple-to-understand data-access routines for programming algorithms designed on the Parallel Disk Model.

Several potentially useful extensions of our API exist. For example, we can add parameters to the data-access primitives to specify the ordering of the disks and the processors. These new parameters would have the effect of changing the layout of the accessed data across the distributed memory of the processors. This capability could eliminate unnecessary interprocessor communication immediately after completing the data access. Another useful extension would be the inclusion of a broadcast-read primitive so that all processors could read the exact same data.

One of our research goals is to determine if our API facilitates application programming. While ease of use and clarity of code are important, resulting performance often becomes the determining factor for the feasibility/reasonability question in high-performance computing. We need performance measurements to determine if our API adds significant overhead to the underlying file-system data-access routines.

Another interesting extension of our research would be to analyze the benefit of overlap-
ping disk I/O with computation and/or interprocessor communication. How can we best use
the non-blocking versions of the data-access routines presented in this paper to more easily
achieve the greatest possible overlap? Future experiments will also examine the tradeoffs of
partitioning main memory into multiple buffers for reading, writing, and computing.
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